Introduction
Tremor is defined as a rhythmic, sinusoidal oscillation of a body part and has been reported as one of the most common movement disorders encountered in clinical practice. The classification and differentiation of atypical, intricate, and uncommon tremors can be challenging, and the differential diagnosis hinges on the acquisition of a detailed examination that focuses attention on tremor topography, frequency, amplitude, and associated features. Furthermore, as most complex tremors can be underpinned by central nervous system pathology, a variable combination of neural elements is usually implicated, and the result can be a wide variety of tremor phenomenologies.
Traditionally, the ventralis intermedius nucleus (VIM) of the thalamus has been considered the target for deep brain stimulation (DBS) for most tremor syndromes. This clinical practice of using VIM has been largely based on the excellent tremor outcomes in patients with refractory essential tremor (ET) and Parkinson's disease (PD) [1] . Nevertheless, despite the exceptional results observed in some patients, thalamic stimulation might not successfully treat all patients. Additionally, uncommon forms of tremors remain a treatment challenge. Thalamic lesioning surgery and DBS for complex tremor syndromes has yielded mixed and in many cases disappointing results [2, 3] . Larger lesions (e.g. thalamotomy) or areas of stimulation have been commonly required to treat both distal and the more difficult problem of proximal tremor [4, 5] . Larger lesions or wider zones of electrical stimulation can potentially lead to an increased risk of adverse events [6] . Complex tremors are commonly refractory and can recur over the course of months to years [7] [8] [9] [10] . There has also been the concern of a delayed loss of efficacy or tolerance over weeks to months following DBS surgery, as tremor commonly reappeared despite repeated DBS programming sessions along with limited improvement in proximal tremors [11, 12] . Recently, there was a study that showed that this phenomenon in ET was related more to disease progression than to tolerance [13] .
As a result of these many challenges, other nuclei and/or combinations of stereotactic targets have been explored with promising results. Recently explored targets include the prelemniscal radiations and the nearby zona incerta [14] as multiple reports since the 1960s described tremor arrest following small destructive lesions aimed at interrupting the thalamic, red nucleus, zona incerta, or pallidal connections [15] . Limitations in lesioning the posterior subthalamic target have included the induction of a transient or even permanent neglect of the contralateral extremities in patients with advanced PD [16] , but advancement of DBS techniques has renewed the interest in this target for treatment of other complex tremor syndromes. Additionally, the globus pallidus internus (GPi) and [17, 18] the use of dual DBS leads have been proposed for refractory cases (Figure 1 ). The addition of a second electrode to stimulate different regions of thalamus (with connections to different circuitry), such as cerebellothalamic afferents in the Raprl or pallidal receiving neurons
Holmes tremor
HT is characterized by large and irregular amplitude, lowfrequency (<3-4 Hz) rest as well as prominent action and postural tremors, with tremor often affecting predominantly the proximal upper extremity(s). HT has been the preferred nomenclature by some experts, as other terms such as rubral or midbrain tremor have been considered to be anatomically misleading, since injury to multiple cortical and subcortical areas can underpin HT [21] . Alternatively, many authors use the other terms because of the wide and variable presentations of these types of tremors.
HT has been described in several diverse conditions, including neurodegenerative etiologies (e.g. MS), trauma, tumors, and infectious or vascular conditions such as cerebral hemorrhage or cerebral vascular malformations. The medical treatment of HT is complex and often unsatisfactory. A variety of medications have been utilized in an attempt to modulate dopaminergic or cerebello-thalamic pathways including the use of antiepileptic drugs, levodopa, anticholinergics, or dopamine agonists. The time course has also been variable; however, if a causative lesion can be identified, the tremor appears from weeks to a few years afterward. Response to treatment has been inconsistent and has been commonly defined by transient benefit, limited follow-up, or conflicting results. Alternatively, in many cases, there is an immediate but unsustained benefit. Although there is limited data regarding the precise prevalence of HT, it accounted for approximately 1.6% of cases in a large series [22] . The exact pathophysiology of HT remains unknown, but lesions affecting the cerebello-thalamocortical or dentato-rubro-olivary pathways with superimposed dysfunction in the nigrostriatal pathway may account for the resting component [23] [24] [25] .
The use of stereotactic thalamic lesions for symptomatic HT treatment has been in general disappointing [6, 26] , but multiple reports have highlighted the efficacy of thalamic VIM DBS in HT (Table 1) .
However, there have been concerns about the recurrence of tremor over time, and the limited effect on proximal or intentional tremors. Other targets besides thalamic VIM have thus been proposed in HT. In most cases of HT, the tremor is distributed in both the distal and the proximal musculature, and a larger stimulation area, involving multiple pathways, may be required for adequate control of HT. Furthermore, it has been reported that patients with HT require higher DBS voltage levels than patients with other types of tremor [34] with reports of improved tremor control following treatment with dual stimulation, mainly in another part of the thalamus perhaps due to multiple tremor generators. Foote et al. [43] proposed to implant unilateral ventrolateral (VL)/ventralis anterior (VA) (VIM plus Voa/Vop) thalamic DBS leads to override a hypothesized abnormality in both the pallido-thalamic and cerebello-thalamic circuits. Dual thalamic stimulation resulted in a significant improvement in tremor scales without rebound at 6-month follow-up. Kobayashi et al. [41] reported the additive effect in tremor management when combining VIM and PSA stimulation. In two patients, thalamic stimulation alone was superior to PSA; however, the PSA alone was better in another two patients and this highlights the complexities in approaching these disorders. The best effect on tremor was, however, achieved with dual stimulation. Romanelli et al. [28] performed unilateral stimulation of both the VIM nucleus and the STN in a single patient with HT. The resting component of the tremor was not improved after VIM DBS though there was a 66% improvement in tremor with a dual approach.
In cases where the thalamus is severely damaged by the primary insult responsible for HT or in cases with associated dystonia or chorea, GPi DBS has been proposed as a potential target. Martinez et al. [42] and Kilbane et al. [18] reported the long-term outcome of 11 HT patients treated with GPi DBS. In both case series, an overall improvement of 64% and 78% in tremor scales was observed, and in a few exceptional cases, there was a complete tremor resolution. Kilbane et al. hypothesized that modulation of the basal ganglia outflow pathways (GPi) might be superior to thalamic DBS alone. This notion was initially supported by two case reports showing a beneficial effect of pallidal lesioning. Although outcome scales and follow-up varied among studies, the average overall improvement in tremor was 76% with an average age of 41 years (range 11 to 84 years), HT duration of 6 years (range 6 months to 32 years), and an average follow-up of 3 years (range 6 months to 12 years).
Dystonic tremor
DT, though a relatively new nosologic entity, has been recognized by expert movement disorder clinicians and has been broadly defined as a tremor occurring in a patient with dystonia [21] . The diagnosis of DT can be challenging, in part because of subtle and overlapping features shared with other clinical tremor syndromes, particularly tremor-predominant early PD. The current consensus statement from the Movement Disorders Society lists dystonic tremor as commonly being characterized by three features: (1) an associated dystonic posture, (2) irregular amplitudes and frequency (usually <7 Hz), and (3) postural/intentional tremor rather than resting tremor [21] . In our experience, there can be other features such as a null point or an inverse intentional component (e.g. the tremor gets better at target and worse when approaching the body or nose on a finger to nose maneuver). Dystonic tremor is under-recognized and commonly mistaken as ET or PD, depending on the location of the issue and the specific tremor characteristics [44] . Some additional features have been proposed that may assist with the diagnosis, including the presence of a 'null point' (i.e. a specific posture that when held by the patient alleviates the tremor), sensory tricks, tremor directionality, unilateral arm tremor, hand 'spooning,' and atypical features for ET [45, 46] . Neurophysiologic recordings have shown that tremor in dystonia (involving affected or unaffected body parts) usually manifests during action and while subjects maintain sustained postures.
Tremor associated with dystonia (TAD) is another type of similar tremor, which is present in a body region not affected by dystonia, but dystonia is present elsewhere (e.g., bilateral hand tremor in a patient with cervical dystonia). This is a relatively symmetric, postural, and kinetic tremor usually showing higher frequencies than typical DT [47] . Prevalence rates for tremor in dystonia varied greatly among different studies ranging from 11% to 87% [48] . Interestingly, tremor may be more frequent in patients with late-onset dystonia than in those with early-onset dystonia. Tremor oscillations usually have a low frequency (below 7 Hz). Unlike ET, in which tremor is regular in frequency and amplitude, DT is usually rhythmic but may be irregular in terms of symmetry about a joint and can vary in amplitude or even presence based on positioning [49, 50] . Neurophysiologic investigations in patients with dystonia and tremor show reduced reciprocal inhibition between agonist and antagonist upper limb muscles, a lack of brainstem interneuronal inhibition, and abnormal sensory integration [48] .
The treatment outcome in DT is highly variable, depending on the specific type of intervention and tremor distribution [42] . There are a paucity of studies specifically addressing the treatment of DT. In addition, it is impossible to know whether the reviewed studies reliably distinguished TAD and DT. Medical treatment has in general been disappointing with a moderate but variable effect observed with anticholinergics, tetrabenazine, clonazepam, β-blockers, and primidone; levodopa is only efficacious in tremor due to dopamine-responsive dystonia; however, botulinum toxin injections provide marked improvement in patients with head or vocal cord DT [42] . DBS has been utilized in refractory cases with mixed but generally positive results. Most cases of DBS for DT reported in the literature are retrospective reviews in patients with generalized, multifocal, segmental, and even secondary dystonia. The specific effects on tremor control can be difficult to extract from the data unless presurgical standardized tremor scores were collected and reported. Most available studies lacked objective tremor assessments. None of the larger DBS trials for dystonia have specifically taken into account the effect on tremor. This likely reflects a lack of sensitivity of most dystonia rating scales (total score) for assessing limb tremors. This lack of sensitivity is seen in the Burke-Fahn-Marsden Dystonia Rating Scale motor (BFMDRS-M) scale and the Unified Dystonia Rating Scale.
However, based on the increasing evidence demonstrating the effectiveness of GPi targeting in treatment of generalized and segmental dystonia, there is an increasing interest in the potential benefits of pallidal DBS in cases of DT. Most reports specify treatment of DT only if VIM DBS was considered for DT or if tremors persisted after GPi DBS (Table 2) . Several DT cases required implantation of additional thalamic leads due to poor tremor response to pallidal stimulation despite dystonia reduction in other areas, indicating the potential need to modulate another circuit (e.g. cerebellar input). Hedera et al. [42] reported 10 patients with primary DT and excluded individuals whose DT was considered secondary. VIM DBS was performed in four patients, GPi DBS was targeted in six patients bilaterally, and a combined bilateral GPi and unilateral VIM surgery was performed in two patients. The best tremor control was observed in the subgroup of patients who underwent VIM DBS, with an average improvement of 84.7% in the tremor rating scale (TRS). GPi DBS resulted in a significantly lower improvement in tremor score at 39.8% but effectively reduced dystonia by 63.5%. Morishita et al. [65] reported moderate improvement in TRS in three patients with DT, one of them after failure to suppress tremor with bilateral GPi DBS. Similarly, Woehrle et al. [63] reported marked benefit in two patients with segmental dystonia with predominant DT following treatment with VIM DBS. In one of the largest case series of DBS for dystonia, tremor was reported as suppressed after being treated with VIM or alternatively ventro-lateral posterior thalamic DBS in all six cases where the patient possessed a 'dystonic tremor' phenotype [54] . Several reports have emerged to highlight the potential benefit of VL thalamic DBS (Voa/Vop) for treatment of DT, particularly in PWT [58, 68] . DBS of PSA has been reported as being successful in a handful of patients with DT, but available data are insufficient to support its use beyond an experimental approach.
Cerebellar tremor
CT represents a syndrome characterized by pure or dominant intention tremor (occurring during target-directed movement when the tremor amplitude increases during visually guided movements toward the target); unilateral or bilateral, with a tremor frequency usually below 5 Hz. Postural tremor may be present, but no rest tremor which differentiates this condition from HT. CT is a rare tremor syndrome accounting for 3.2% of patients with non-parkinsonian tremors [22] . The tremor resulting from cerebellar abnormalities is often associated with dysmetria and dyssynergia, or alternatively hypotonia [21] .
The utility of DBS in patients with CT is considered to be limited by its inability to treat underlying ataxia, which often, but not always, overshadows tremor. The limited effectiveness for proximally located postural tremor, proximal or distal intention tremor, cerebellar outflow tremor, and potential worsening of speech and gait ataxia, along with the development of tolerance, are valid concerns when applying VIM DBS in CT [69, 70] . PSA DBS has been considered a potential option in patients with CT based on the reciprocal connections among basal ganglia and multiple cerebellar nuclei with Zi [35] . Additionally, PSA DBS provides the potential anatomical advantage of stimulating a large proportion of cerebello-thalamic afferents, which can be affected by a small volume of current spread prior to the physical location where the fibers spread out and innervate the entire VIM nucleus [71] . PSA stimulation would therefore mainly interrupt afferent (axonal) fibers, thereby theoretically blocking the cerebello-thalamic pathway. In contrast, in the VIM, afferent fibers presumably diverge and connect to dendrites and somata of thalamocortical neurons and interneurons [72] . Small numbers of cases of CT managed with DBS have been reported with positive results (Table 3) .
It is likely that a reporting bias accounts for the limited number of cases in the literature, as unsuccessful cases are likely not reported. The development of tolerance remains a valid concern when applying VIM DBS in CT [69, 70] . PSA DBS has been considered a potential option in patients with CT based on the reciprocal connections among basal ganglia and multiple cerebellar nuclei with Zi [35] . Additionally, PSA DBS provides the potential anatomical advantage of stimulating a large proportion of cerebello-thalamic afferents, which can be affected by a small volume of current spread prior to the physical location where the fibers spread out and innervate the entire VIM nucleus [71] . PSA stimulation would therefore mainly interrupt afferent (axonal) fibers, thereby theoretically blocking the cerebello-thalamic pathway. In contrast, in the VIM, afferent fibers presumably diverge and connect to dendrites and somata of thalamo-cortical neurons and interneurons [72] .
Fragile X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome (FXTAS) is an inherited, X-linked, adult-onset neurodegenerative disorder caused by a moderately expanded trinucleotide repeat (CGG block lengths 55-200) in a noncoding region of the fragile X mental retardation 1 (FMR1) gene. The clinical manifestations of FXTAS -which occur predominantly in men -include action tremor, gait and limb ataxia, cognitive and neuropsychiatric dysfunction, parkinsonism, dysautonomia, and peripheral neuropathy [81] .
Several patients with FXTAS have been reported in the literature, mostly treated with VIM DBS. Most reports include tremor improvement with either no benefit or worsening of the ataxia and balance. Tremor improvement ranged from 30% to 70% among FXTAS cases. Other reports indicated that unilateral VIM stimulation safely reduced tremor in a FXTAS patient without aggravating other neurological deficits, and even improving cerebellar ataxia [69] . Larger trials are needed to validate these observations. In single patients, PSA DBS has shown potentially higher rates of CT control.
Multiple sclerosis tremor
MS tremor most commonly manifests as postural tremor and/ or intention tremor. MS tremor typically involves the upper limbs, although tremor can also involve the head, neck, vocal cords, and trunk [82] . Titubation is defined as a nodding head tremor with a frequency of 3-4 Hz; it may be observed in midline cerebellar disease and can occur in isolation or combined with a postural tremor elsewhere, especially in the arms [83] . Proximal tremors can be large in amplitude resembling ballism. True rest tremor, task-specific tremors, or HT are uncommon in patients with MS and are observed in fewer than 1% in recent prevalence studies [84, 85] . However, tremor is not unusual in MS patients and studies have provided estimated of the relatively high prevalence of tremor in the MS population that range widely between 25% and 58% [86] .
It is important to emphasize that essential, dystonic, and tardive tremors can occur in MS patients, and the presence of these specific syndromes is often coincidental. Treatment should be dictated by the specific tremor characteristics. Multiple lines of evidence support the role of cerebellar dysfunction in the pathogenesis of MS tremor. In MS patients, tremor severity has correlated with the degree of dysarthria, dysmetria, and dysdiadochokinesia [85] . MS intention tremor may be modulated by sensory information and cooling of the arms markedly reduced intention tremor severity in patients with MS, further supporting the notion that the cerebellum is involved in the production of tremor [87] .
A number of retrospective case series have described the outcome of thalamic DBS in MS-associated tremor, with over 100 patients reported and recently summarized in detail by Koch et al. [86] . Most studies were small observational retrospective studies with predominantly short-term follow-up (1 year or less) and with an absence of standardized outcome measures, adverse effects, or information on long-term functional status and tremor-associated disability. Most reports described clear improvement in tremor scales, but long-term outcomes were less certain. Torres et al. [9] reported 10 MS patients treated with either unilateral or bilateral DBS. At 36 months, only three patients continued to benefit from stimulation, with two having >50% improvement. Of the six symptomatic sides that did not benefit at 1 year, three failed to have initial benefit and three had a transient improvement lasting <1 year. Patients in their cohort had advanced disease, with all but one patient being reported as wheelchair bound. Moreover, Hassam et al. [10] retrospectively analyzed the 12-year follow-up of nine patients treated with unilateral thalamotomy (six patients) or VIM thalamic DBS (three cases) at the Mayo Clinic. The study showed that the benefit resulting from surgery was overall short lived (median 3 months), with a poor long-term prognosis. At 12-year follow-up, the Expanded Disability Status Scale had progressed in all patients, and five patients were deceased. Zakaria et al. [88] reported the results in quality of life and tremor control in 16 patients (9 female, 7 male) with MS tremor treated with VIM thalamic DBS. The mean tremor reduction was 39% overall, with a change in TRS ranging from no benefit to 87% at 1-year follow-up. One-third of the patients noted at least 50% tremor reduction. The mean follow-up was 11.6 months (range 3-80). There was a trend for statistical improvement in the activities of daily living scale and in improved quality of life as well as in function in those who responded.
In other recent reports published after the Koch review, the effectiveness of PSA DBS has been highlighted. Detailed studies analyzing different tremor components and the most effective DBS contacts for stimulation have emerged. Herzog et al. [89] performed kinematic analysis of 11 patients with refractory MS tremors. These authors reported a 50.4% average reduction of the preoperative TRS in MS patients. Thalamic DBS significantly reduced the pathological features of postural tremor and also improved the unsteadiness in the terminal phase of goal-directed movements, which was a typical feature of movements in cerebellar dysfunction. These effects were stronger for electrode contacts located below the AC-PC line (ZI or subthalamic area) as compared with stimulation at the standard VIM target within the VL thalamus. In a similar report, Hamel et al. [90] observed the effects of thalamic and subthalamic stimulation in a series of 11 patients with refractory There have been several concerns regarding the use of DBS to control MS tremor. First, the other symptoms of MS may cause worsened disability compared with tremor, leading to unrealistic expectations about the outcome of DBS [92] . In addition, patients with MS may have altered neuroanatomy or neurophysiology that may render the DBS targeting more difficult. Other important considerations in MS tremor patients include a potentially higher risk of perioperative seizures and evidence of possible demyelination around the electrode lead [93, 94] . MS exacerbations and new MS plaque formation have been reported following thalamotomy and DBS implantation, but the available data do not clearly indicate whether this represented a change in exacerbation frequency relative to the presurgical baseline.
Posttraumatic tremors
The term posttraumatic tremor refers to a series of atypical tremors that occur secondary to traumatic brain injury. However, posttraumatic tremors do not represent a uniform syndrome or disease, and various forms of tremor semiology have been reported. Typically, posttraumatic tremor is characterized by a combination of irregular resting, and a postural and intention tremor of large amplitude with slow frequency, though the presentation can be variable [95] . Tremor is usually unilateral, it predominantly affects the proximal upper extremities, and it is markedly worsened by goal-directed movements. Posttraumatic tremor is one of the most common movement disorders resulting from severe head trauma with prevalence studies ranging from 19% to 45% [38, 95] .
Treatment is difficult, and additional concerns complicate the surgical treatment of posttraumatic tremor, namely, associated neurological deficits including cognitive deficits, ataxia, dysarthria, hemiparesis, and oculomotor problems since these symptoms can lead to severe disability [6, 95] . Because traumatic brain injury is, by its nature, a heterogeneous insult, observed posttraumatic tremors are themselves distinct. Several reports have documented the effectiveness of stereotactic surgery to alleviate posttraumatic tremor and to improve functional disability (Table 4) . Most case series have targeted the thalamic VIM with an average of 50-70% improvement in tremor in the short term. Other targets utilized by different authors include dual-lead VIM and Voa/Vop, Zi and Vop, Zi and Voa/Vop, and VIM + STN. To date, there have been encouraging results and a reported reduction in total TRS ranging from 38% to 80%.
Orthostatic tremor (OT)
OT is a rare syndrome characterized by unsteadiness on standing due to a high-frequency tremor involving the legs though notably tremor can occur in the upper extremities and mimic ET. Complaints of leg shaking activated by standing, orthostatic leg weakness, and unexplained imbalance should draw attention to a possible OT diagnosis. Additional features suggesting this condition include improvement with walking (which would not be expected in cases of simple imbalance), improvement with leaning, and transmission of the tremor to the arms on leaning. The prevalence of OT is unknown.
Electromyography provides a definitive diagnosis and demonstrates a unique tremor frequency (13-18 Hz) and a high coherence between antagonistic and contralateral muscle groups [102] . The pathophysiology of OT is not completely understood, but cortical oscillatory activity centered in the motor cortex has been shown to be time-locked to tremor discharges in the lower limbs [103] , suggesting a role for thalamic DBS in the treatment of the disease. A myriad of medications have been used for the treatment of OT, all with limited success. Notably, benzodiazepines (primarily clonazepam) have been reported as being the most effective therapy, with about one-third of those treated reporting moderate or marked improvement [104] . Eleven cases of refractory OT have been reported (Table 5 ). All patients underwent thalamic VIM stimulation, resulting in a marked clinical improvement in patients undergoing bilateral procedures. Some cases reported a long-term follow-up of up to 4 or 5 years.
Interestingly, tremor recurrence was noted at 3 months in a single patient treated with unilateral stimulation, suggesting the possibility that bilateral surgery in this condition may be more appropriate. Despite the observed clinical benefits, the pathological 15-18 Hz oscillatory activity and posturographic measures post-DBS seem to be unaltered in some studies. These findings suggest that chronic stimulation did not disrupt the tremor generator, but may have modulated its intensity. There has been speculation that spinal stimulation could be beneficial in OT, and to date most experts concede that long-term outcomes from VIM DBS have been mixed and inconsistent.
Neuropathic tremor
NT is defined as a kinetic tremor in association with peripheral neuropathy when no other neurological condition related to tremor is encountered [55] . Tremor phenomenology reveals a primarily postural and kinetic tremor with a frequency between 3 and 6 Hz in arm and hand muscles [112] . Weakness, areflexia, sensory changes, and propioceptive ataxia are commonly encountered. NT is observed mainly in patients with chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathies, hereditary motor and sensory neuropathies (HMSN), and IgM demyelinating paraprotein-related neuropathy, and is more common with kappa rather than lambda light chain disease [113] . Several drugs have been evaluated for possible treatment of NT with disappointing results. Propranolol, primidone, or clonazepam can be considered. The mechanism responsible for neuropathic tremor remains uncertain and may not be the same for different types of neuropathy. A distorted peripheral sensory input misleading an otherwise intact central network might produce NT. Feedback of abnormal afferent information results in a faulty attempt by the cerebellum to correct the limb position and velocity which perpetuates the mistake and results in a variable tremor [113] . More recently, reports showing significant corticomuscular coherence at tremor frequency (4 Hz) between limb muscles and contralateral motor cortex during postural tremor in a patient with NT has been described [114] . Furthermore, tremor was suppressed with high frequency DBS. Their findings support the concept of maladaptive central motor processing in NT and provide a strong pathophysiological rationale for the use of VIM DBS. Reports suggesting a role of thalamic DBS in refractory NT (1993) [96] Unilateral VIM DBS Improved function without tremor 10 months Hooper et al. (2001) [97] Unilateral junction of ZI and subthalamic region DBS [39] Bilateral VIM Tremor reduction from a score of 3 to a score of 1 in the right arm and from 3.5 to 0 in the left arm (TETRAS scale) 18 months
GPi, globus pallidus internus; STN, subthalamic nucleus; TETRAS, The Essential Tremor Rating Assessment Scale; TRS, tremor rating scale; VIM, ventral intermedius nucleus; Voa, ventralis oralis anterior nucleus; Vop, ventralis oralis posterior nucleus; Zi, zona incerta. cases have emerged. Ruzicka et al. reported the effect of unilateral VIM DBS in a patient with IgM paraproteinemic neuropathy. The patient noted 50% improvement in disability and tremor scores with sustained benefit at 12-month follow-up [115] . Other reports have echoed the potential benefit of VIM DBS in NT with either unilateral or bilateral procedures. Breit et al. reported 30% reduction in tremor in one patient with HMSN type 1 using the Columbia University Assessment of Disability in Essential Tremor scale. Tremor control was limited by the occurrence of worsening gait ataxia with higher amplitudes or electrical charge despite multiple programming changes [116] . Weiss et al. reported the outcome of a single patient treated with bilateral VIM DBS for NT associated with IgM paraproteinemia. There was a marked improvement in the Tremor Rating Scale (67% at 3 months, 59% at 12 months) and activities of daily living (31% at 12 months), but stimulation amplitude had to be consecutively raised within the first year to achieve tremor suppression. In their study, corticomuscular coherence at tremor frequency was completely suppressed by DBS. Additionally, one patients treated with unilateral PSA DBS have been reported by Blomstedt et al. [60] . Tremor suppression of approximately 70% was achieved and sustained at 12 months. At the present time, there is limited evidence to determine the long-term efficacy of DBS in NT and the procedure is considered investigational.
Expert commentary
Uncommon and complex tremor syndromes represent a formidable obstacle in medication refractory cases. There have been only small case reports and series published and there has been a lack of evidence-based treatment guidelines. The majority of studies addressing treatment response include short case series, case reports, retrospective reviews, and all of the studies lack a randomized or even a controlled design. Additionally, the reporting of the actual stereotactic target and postoperative lead location has been inconsistent. There has been a paucity of clinical details in most reports of DBS for the treatment of rare tremors, and misdiagnosis is common because of the overlap with other syndromes [117, 118] . It will be important in the future to report associated complications and suboptimal responses to DBS to better characterize appropriate candidates, refine targets and approaches, and to identify the risks of therapy. The optimal target for treating HT remains debated, although most case series have shown positive short-term results with thalamic VIM or combined VIM and Vop or PSA stimulation. Furthermore, posterior, lateral, and ventral GPi DBS can be considered if the VIM nucleus anatomy is grossly disrupted by intracranial pathology (affecting stereotactic planning and theoretically affecting cerebello-thalamic-cortical loop effects of DBS), when intraoperative tremor control is unsatisfactory despite VIM high-intensity stimulation, and in patients with associated movements disorders such as chorea, parkinsonism, and dystonia. Reports indicate that unlike thalamic surgery, which is thought to interrupt the thalamocortical output that controls distal appendicular musculature, pallidal surgery might influence the control of otherwise inaccessible axial and proximal muscles [12] .
The specific mechanisms underlying the development of tremor in dystonia remain elusive, and it is unclear why GPi DBS fails to improve or may exacerbate tremor in some DT patients [48] . DT may emerge at dystonia onset or thereafter, affects women more frequently than men, can manifest during posture or voluntary movements, and although less frequently, can also be observed at rest [48] . In DT, based on typical DBS target trajectories and uncharacteristic programming settings, the most useful contacts for tremor control are located within the VL thalamus (VIM and Vop/Voa), and stimulation of both nuclei (e.g. a dual lead technique) might be necessary for tremor control. The majority of DT cases treated with DBS in the literature have been generalized or segmental dystonia with concomitant limb tremors. The difficulties frequently encountered when diagnosing DT have not facilitated the separation of DT from TAD or helped to draw concrete conclusions regarding a universal best target for DT. It is plausible that some of the DT patients reported in the literature were actually affected by TAD, or even ET [12] . GPi should be viewed as the preferred target for stimulation in DT patients with generalized and segmental dystonia; however, thalamic stimulation may be added in dystonia cases with incomplete tremor control and when tremor is the main disabling feature. Thalamic DBS can occasionally lead to worsening of dystonia itself [62, 65, 119] . If DT is highly specific or dystonia is mild and affecting the distal limbs, thalamic stimulation appears to be greatly effective, as illustrated in several cases of PWT [51, 53, 67] .
The management of intention tremor associated with prominent ataxia or cerebellar features can be challenging, and efforts to discern both components of the tremor have been critical for predicting the outcome. The effects of thalamic DBS on gait and balance are under investigation, but there are concerns about worsening cerebellar features [120] [121] [122] . Results have been mixed with thalamic stimulation, and PSA DBS could be considered in patients with refractory tremors with associated cerebellar features and proximal tremors as they both provide a theoretical advantage to thalamic DBS. In addition, bilateral stimulation has been associated with dysarthria and disequilibrium. Nevertheless, the latter was observed in a few cases of bilateral PSA DBS.
In MS tremor, the results from several case series support the clinical impression of a symptomatic benefit from thalamic DBS in at least a subpopulation of MS tremor patients. If severe disability or prominent cerebellar features are associated with MS tremor, the response can possibly be dampened. Hosseini et al. [123] recently confirmed the higher efficacy of VIM DBS treatment of kinetic tremor in the subgroup of MS patients with minor or absent cerebellar dysfunction. Several preoperative issues are worthy of consideration in patients with MS tremors, including risk of seizures, balance, MS exacerbations, disease severity, and the presence of severe atrophy or demyelinating lesions in the thalamus. PSA DBS has emerged as a potential target in this population. Larger, longterm follow-up trials are needed to assess the efficacy of DBS of this population.
Patients with posttraumatic tremors must be evaluated carefully to determine the appropriate treatment and potential candidacy issues for surgery, along with the most appropriate surgical target. Target selections should be based on tremor characteristics and the associated neurological features, including the presence of cerebellar dysfunction, cognitive, sensory, and motor deficits, spasticity, and dystonia. Despite the predominant use of the VIM target in the literature, GPi or PSA DBS can be considered in select cases. Bilateral VIM DBS can be considered as a therapeutic option in patients with refractory OT though this may result in more cognitive, speech, and gait issues. Unilateral or thalamic VIM DBS can be entertained in selected cases of disabling NT but long-term efficacy and safety data are missing. Large, wellcontrolled trials are needed to determine the specific factors important for deciding on different targets for different patients. Individualized outcomes and setting expectations with patients is an important part of the therapy.
Five-year view
Despite improvement reported in most patients with thalamic VIM DBS for treatment of uncommon tremors, the potential benefits and applications of newer targets continue to emerge. Although the initial results are encouraging, comparative studies among different DBS targets are needed to better determine the specific advantages and effectiveness of various stereotactic techniques. The present review emphasizes the need for further research with well designed, prospective, controlled studies that will assist physicians to better manage refractory tremors and to appropriately select suitable candidates. These conditions are rare by definition, and the need for collaborative efforts among institutions and researchers is needed. A detailed assessment of the associated neurological signs and tremor phenomenology including cerebellar findings, dystonic postures, chorea, or abnormal muscle tone can all be crucial for an appropriate diagnosis and treatment selection. Advances in DBS technology will likely aid in the continued innovation and progress of DBS for difficult tremor cases. The tentative benefits of directional current steering, patterned stimulation, constant current stimulation, and interleaved stimulation need to be investigated in uncommon tremors but advantages in tremor control while minimizing side effects have been shown in PD and ET [124] [125] [126] . A recent study showed that the therapeutic window of STN neurostimulation increased up to twofold when using an ultra-short PW of 30 μs compared with the standard PW setting of 60 μs with concomitant improvement in rigidity [127] . Even with appropriately placed DBS electrodes, the proximity to structures and white matter tracts might produce unwanted side effects. Side effects are determined by the structures stimulated and are specific to the target. With thalamic stimulation, paresthesias related to stimulation of sensory thalamus or medial lemniscus along with dysarthria due to internal capsule stimulation are common. Dysarthria, imbalance, and paresthesias are also common with PSA stimulation. Side effects encountered with pallidal stimulation are typically speech difficulties or tonic muscle contractions due to stimulation of the internal capsule. More recently, electrode design capable of directional stimulation steering current perpendicular to the lead axis toward the area to be stimulated and away from structures that might produce side effects has been developed [128] . Directional stimulation may produce a wider therapeutic programming window at a lower current when compared with standard ring electrodes.
An important innovation applicable to tremor treatment will be the development of newer DBS leads. A newer DBS device (the Boston Scientific Vercise™) currently in clinical trials has eight independently powered electrodes per lead and allows two separate frequencies of stimulation at two different electrode locations. This system also facilitates fractionated constant current stimulation over multiple electrodes [124] . Additionally, the availability to 8 contacts distributed over a 15.5 mm span might dictate different stereotactic targeting for tremor as more posteromedial or ventral coordinates can allow stimulation of the subthalamic area and thalamic nuclei using a single lead. Furthermore, adjustments in DBS trajectory and approach angles can spread out electrodes to be located more broadly within the thalamus. Stimulation of multiple sites along the same trajectory will allow the use of complex patterns of stimulation potentially minimizing side effects [124] . Finally, it is possible that closed loop neuromodulation will be applied for some complex tremors and that this approach may minimize side effects particularly when two leads are required for tremor control.
Key issues
• Medical treatment of complex tremors is usually disappointing and DBS should be considered in select refractory cases.
• GPi DBS can be considered in HT if thalamic VIM nucleus anatomy is grossly disrupted by intracranial pathology and in patients with associated movements disorders like chorea, parkinsonism, and dystonia.
• GPi should be viewed as the preferred target for stimulation in DT patients with generalized and segmental dystonia, but thalamic stimulation may be added in cases with incomplete tremor control.
• PSA DBS can be considered in patients with refractory tremors with associated cerebellar features and in proximal tremors as it provides theoretical advantages to thalamic DBS.
• MS patients with largely kinetic tremor with minor or absent cerebellar dysfunction might benefit from thalamic DBS. PSA DBS can be considered in selected cases.
• In post-traumatic tremors, target selections should be based on tremor characteristic and associated neurological features, including cerebellar dysfunction, cognitive, sensory, and motor deficits as well as spasticity, and dystonia.
• Closed loop neuromodulation may in the future be an option for complex tremors 
